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ABSTRACT
This thesis was prepared in order to examine the impact of high-speed inkjet
printing on the offset lithography market within the commercial printing and publishing
segments. Digital printing has become more widespread in recent years, but high-speed
inkjet is making advances in its capabilities and technologies. With the printing industry
evolving and print consumers preferring shorter print runs and in a shorter amount of
time, print technologies are evolving to meet these needs. Print-on-demand is growing
tremendously in the publishing industry, and personalization and 1-to-1 marketing is
growing in the commercial printing segment as well. Market demand is changing in 3
important ways: preference for non-printed media, shorter print runs, and the use of printon-demand technologies. The major print technologies (offset lithography, high-speed
inkjet, and digital electrophotography) possess different capabilities that mean they
can/will respond to these trends in different ways. Some technologies will be winners;
some will not.
Within this thesis the following questions were the basis of the research:
•
•
•
•
•

What are the benefits and limitations of both traditional offset lithography
and digital high-speed inkjet technologies?
How can characterization and calibration help to even the playing field
when it comes to consistent and quality print output with traditional offset
lithography and high-speed inkjet printing?
What impact does electronic media, print-on-demand, and consumer
definition of quality, have on the evolution of the print industry?
How do consumer generational differences (i.e. Boomers, GenYers/Millennials), affect the overall preference between the 3 main factors
(cost, quality, and timeliness) that affect the print industry model?
What segments of the commercial printing and publishing industries will
transition from offset lithography to high-speed inkjet printing in the next
5-10 years?
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CHAPTER ONE
TRADITIONAL OFFSET LITHOGRAPHY
The printing industry is in store for a significant evolution during the next decade
due to the effects of digital printing and high-speed inkjet on the industry displacing
offset lithography as an option for print delivery as the medium changes to fit the need of
our modern society. Prior to offset lithography letterpress relief imaging was the most
used method of printing. In the 1940s offset lithography presented new opportunities for
the future of printing. Printers had to get used to the new aspects of a different method of
printing (Freedman 2009). Offset lithography has been around for more than a century,
but according to John Zarwan, “…It took more than 50 years before it replaced
letterpress and became the pre-eminent method of commercial printing” (Zarwan 2007).
The same transition will take place between traditional offset lithography and
digital/high-speed inkjet printing. Offset lithography will not be completely abandoned,
because like letterpress, it will always have a niche in the printing industry.
Offset lithography is a printing process that is based on the concept that oil and
water do not mix. In offset lithography printers use either a metal or a polyester plate to
transfer the printed image to the blanket and then to the substrate. There must be an even
balance between water and ink in order to achieve the correct ink density. The non-image
area acts as the hydrophilic portion of the plate, and the image area is hydrophobic which
helps it to transfer the ink in the image area only.
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Figure 1-1: Traditional Offset Lithography Printing Process (Unknown 2009)

Traditional offset lithography is used for long run, static documents that can be printed at
high rates of speed.
With traditional offset lithography, and any print technology, there are always
benefits and limitations based on cost, quality, and timeliness of project return. The
benefits to using offset lithography presses, i.e. Heidelberg Speedmaster and Printmaster,
the Komori System 43, and the ManRoland include the ability to print on a variety of
substrates, the ability to print larger sheet sizes, the ability to produce specified spot
colors, and the ability to print high quantities at high speeds. Offset lithography is cost
effective when printing a long run that is static. The first benefit of printing on an offset
press would be the ability to print on a variety of substrates and at a wide range of sizes.
The Heidelberg Speedmaster XL 162 can print sheet sizes up to 63.78 inches and that are
0.0024 in – 0.063 in thick. They are printed at a rate of 15,000 sheets per hour. A smaller
version of an offset lithography presses would be the Heidelberg Printmaster QM 46.
This press can print sizes up to 13 inches. The substrate printed on this press can be
0.0016 in – 0.012 in thick, (Heidelberg 2011). According to Komori, the Komori System
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43 is a web press that allows an image area up to 29.9488 x 43.7008 inches, (Komori
2011). There are other print configurations that Komori offers with more chambers, and
other features as well. Manroland offers the Lithoman Series. This long grain series of
presses have a max width of 88.5827 inches and can print “3.2 million four-color true
DIN A4 pages per hour”, (Manroland 2011). The following chart is based on research
done in 2008 by PIRA International. It provides a chart with the strengths, opportunities,
weaknesses, and threats to the offset lithography market.

Table 1-1: PIRA International’s Overlook on Offset Lithography in 2008 (Pira
International 2010)

The well known strengths of offset lithography over other technologies based on
PIRA’s chart and other sources are as follows: “quality, dominant huge installed base,
low cost and rapid prepress, flexibility, coating capability, and standardization of prepress
and colour,” (Pira International 2010). With digital printing(electrophotographic) and
digital high-speed inkjet printing improving each day, many of the advantages of offset
lithography will begin to fade. Of course high-speed inkjet has a way to go before it has
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won the overall title of best print technology for today’s market. In 2005 the offset
lithography market segments divided up as follows: 40% publishing, 30% promotion,
25% packaging, and 5% other (Romano 2005). If publishing and promotion (direct mail)
go more towards digital/high speed inkjet printing there could truly be a shift of the
overall market. Offset lithography has been making advancements when it comes to
make-ready times, lower waste during setup, and in their finishing capabilities. Offset
lithography will continue to reduce the limitations that the technology currently faces, but
there will be certain impacts from the market evolution that will continue to limit offset
lithography’s effectiveness in the printing industry of the future. The threats of digital
technologies, especially high-speed inkjet, give offset lithography a run for its money.
The truth is that the market and print consumers are changing and in the next few sections
there will be more details as to what the impact of high-speed inkjet will be on the offset
litho market, three factors that impact the success of high-speed inkjet printing in the
commercial/publishing industry, the factors of the markets that will impact the printing
industry and demand change, and future research that can be conducted in order to back
up this information.
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CHAPTER TWO
HIGH-SPEED INKJET
The concept of inkjet printing, using electrodes to transfer ink from the ink
container to a substrate could have possible links back to 1748 when Abbe Jean Antonie
Nollet developed an electroscope that would recognize electric charges. There have been
many individuals including William Thomson, Lord Rayleigh, and others that have had
major roles in the evolution of inkjet technology (Slaughter 2010). It was not until the
1970s when manufacturers began taking the technology seriously. Since then inkjet has
truly evolved into a process that is more reliable, efficient, and competitive. There are
many more changes that must be made in order for high-speed inkjet to revolutionize the
current printing industry and surpass leading technologies (i.e. offset lithography and
digital electrophotography). There are a number of issues that must be pointed out about
high-speed inkjet and these include: current high-speed inkjet technologies, leading inkjet
players, leading print head technologies and manufacturers, three major factors that affect
the success of inkjet printing, and signs of success within the high-speed inkjet market.
The first point of discussion is the current high-speed inkjet technologies.
There are two main types of inkjet technologies: continuous and drop-on-demand.
From there you can divide these two types into further categories based on the type of
drop of ejection, carrier fluid, and colorant. InfoTrends created the following that
illustrates these options, which are presented in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1: Key Specifications of Main Inkjet Technologies (InfoTrends 2010)

Continuous inkjet is water-based and can have a pigment or dye colorant. Continuous
inkjet technology is becoming more prevalent in high-speed inkjet presses. Drop-on-demand
inkjet ink ejection is mainly thermal or piezoelectric. In continuous inkjet printing, “a constant
flow of droplets is generated, but only part of the droplet flow is transferred to the substrate”,
(Xennia 2010). During printing the unused droplets (non-charged) are transferred back into the
system after being reflected from the electrical plates. There are advantages to continuous inkjet
printing which include its high velocity of each ink droplet, and the high drop release frequency.
High velocity allows for variable thicknesses of different substrates because of the distance
allowed between print head and substrate. High drop release frequency allows for high speed
printing capabilities. Since the flow of ink is continuous, the nozzles do not have problems
clogging. The other type of high-speed inkjet technology is thermal or piezoelectric drop on
demand. Thermal drop ejection is the more widely spread type of drop-on-demand technology.
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With thermal inkjet technology water-based inks are used. This is a method of drop-on-demand
ink ejection where “drops are formed by rapidly heating a resistive element in a small chamber
containing the ink. This causes a thin film of ink above the heater to vaporize into a rapidly
expanding bubble, causing a pressure pulse that forces a drop of ink through the nozzle,”
(Xennia 2010).

Figure 2-2: Thermal Inkjet Technology (Harper 2000)
There are a few advantages to using thermal inkjet ink ejection systems. Thermal inkjet
ink ejection systems allow for smaller drop sizes and higher densities for each nozzle.
These advantages can help increase resolution possibilities and lower the cost for print
heads. The only problem with this technology is the limited options of ink types that can
be used. The other type of drop-on-demand technology is piezoelectric. In this method, “a
piezoelectric crystal undergoes distortion when an electric field is applied. This distortion
is used to create a pressure pulse in the ink chamber, which causes a drop to be ejected
from the nozzle,” (Xennia 2010). This technology is beneficial because it allows for a
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wider range of ink choices than thermal drop-on-demand and continuous inkjet. The print
heads usually last longer with this option and this technology is usually more reliable.
This technology is more expensive, and sometimes not seen as an affordable option.

Figure 2-3: Piezoelectric Inkjet Ink Ejection (Harper 2000)
There are a few companies who have released or are currently working on
developing a high-speed inkjet press. These companies include: Hewlett Packard (HP),
Kodak, Oce, InfoPrint Solutions, Miyakoshi, Screen, and Xerox. In Figure B-4 the
specifications for each of the different leading high-speed inkjet presses at this time are
given. Some of the manufacturers offer higher speeds and/or better quality than others,
but this demonstrates how inkjet is expanding in the printing industry and how it
improves every day.
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Resolut
ion

Press

Ink
Technology

Web
Speed

Max
Print
Width

Ink
Colors

Agfa (Dotrix)

300 dpi
native

Agorix UVcurable inks
(no solvents)

16.4 to
105 ft/min

24.8
inches

6-colour
CMYKOV

HP-T400

1200 dpi
native

Water-based HP
Pigment Inks

400-600
ft/min

41.75
inches

CMYK +
bonding
agent

InfoPrint

360 x
720 dpi
native

Water-based
pigment or dye
ink systems

209 ft/min

20.4
inches

CMYK

Kodak Prosper
5000 XL

175 lpi

Proprietary
micro-milled
pigment inks

650 ft/min

24.5
inches

CMYK

Miyakoshi
MJP20F

600x600
dpi

Water-based dye
and pigment

650 ft/min

21.2992
inches

CMYK
Special
color,
Primer, or
MICR ink

Océ
ColorStream 350

600×600
dpi

Water-based dye
and pigment

1010
A4/min

21.25
inches

CMYK + 2
colors

Screen
Truepress
Jet520ZZ

720x720
dpi

Water-based
pigment or dye
inks

721.7
ft/min

20.4
inches

CMYK

600x600
dpi

Patented,
granulated, resinbased
formulation that
does not soak
through the paper

500 ft/min

20.5
inches

CMYK

Xerox

Substrate
Industrial
substrates, ranging
from flexible foils,
20 micron over selfadhesives, to
folding carton up to
600 micron
ColorPro Offset
papers or inkjet
coated papers
64-157 gsm 16-42
lb. bond, including
digital EP papers,
matte-coated,
recycled, inkjet
treated and ground
wood
Uncoated free sheet,
uncoated
groundwood, matte
and glossy coated
papers
Coated Stocks
Preprinted, inkjet,
laser and recycled
newspaper
Rolls of inkjet
paper, standard
paper, uncoated
paper and coated
stock
Untreated, uncoated
plain paper

Print
Technology

Print Head
Technology

Piezo Drop-onDemand

Dotrix Modular LM
Print Head

Thermal Inkjet

HP Scalable
Printing
Technology (SPT)

Piezo Drop-onDemand

InfoPrint Dotmatrix
Print Heads

KODAK Stream
Inkjet
Technology

Kodak Stream Print
Heads

Piezo Drop-onDemand

Kyocera Print
Heads

Piezo Drop-onDemand

Oce Digidot

Piezo Drop-onDemand

Unknown

Piezo Drop-onDemand

Xerox Print Heads

Table 2-1: High-speed Inkjet Leading Technologies
In order for high-speed inkjet printing to be successful it relies on its print head
manufactures for an efficient, high quality, and low cost product. The leading print head
manufacturers include: HP Scalable Printing Technology (SPT), Kodak Stream, Konica
Minolta, Kyocera, and Xaar. It is important to know what these manufacturers offer when
it comes to their print head technologies, and also where each of these print heads are
implemented in the high-speed inkjet market. The first print head technology is the HP
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Scalable Printing Technology(SPT) developed by Hewlett-Packard. According to
InfoTrends, the SPT print heads “have 1,200 nozzles per inch, and each of the nozzles are
responsible for its own pixel. This aids in reducing image defection and ink waste,”(HP
2011). HP inkjet presses have print quality bars that help monitor the individual print
nozzles to make sure they are working properly. The way the nozzles are placed, dots
from misfiring nozzles will not be visible, (InfoTrends 2011). This technology is used in
the HP T-400, which is a 42" press that can print at speeds up to 600 ft/min or 5,200 letter
images per minute. It has a duty cycle of 140 million letter pages per month in full color.
According to Andy Tribute, this technology is taking high-speed inkjet printing deeper
and deeper into the offset lithography market. The next print head technology is the
Kodak Stream Technology developed by Kodak. According to Kodak, the Kodak Stream
Technology uses heat or what they call a “thermal ‘pinch-off’” of continuous flowing ink.
It “applies a regular pulse to heaters surrounding each nozzles orifice which stimulates
the ink to break into fine droplet,” (Kodak 2011). The amount of time between each pulse
is what determines the size of each dot and the amount of ‘pinch off’. This print head
technology allows for 600 dpi when grayscale printing is used and up to 1200 dpi
printing with color. The inks used with these print heads are pigment based which
“improves the color density and gamut”, (Kodak 2011). With the increase in color gamut,
it allows for presses to meet SWOP, GRACoL, and SNAP standards. Less ink is
absorbed into the substrate, which lowers the cost of ink, and the amount of time needed
for each sheet to dry. According to Kodak, the running costs are 70-80% less than other
digital printing technologies. This technology also implements MEMS (Micro Electro-
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Mechanical Systems) technology that allows Stream to deliver a predictable ink drop and
a final product with higher resolution. This technology is used in the Kodak Prosper press
that can print at speeds of 650 ft/min with a line screen of 175 lpi, (Kodak 2010). The
inks used with this technology will not clog the nozzles because of the continuous flow of
ink. It allows for printing on glossy substrates as well which gives an offset quality
output. Another print head technology comes from Konica Minolta. Konica Minolta print
head technologies are drop-on-demand piezoelectric print heads that use “3-cycle drive
technology”, (Konica Minolta 2011). According to Konica Minolta, this technology
breaks the nozzles into three groups that are timed to eject ink in a controlled manner.
This print head technology allows for high nozzle density and high-quality output. The
following diagram shows how this technology works.

Figure 2-4: Konica Minolta 3-cycle drive head print head technology (Konica Minolta
2011)

Konica Minolta print head technology allows for the use of various types of ink. This
technology is used in the Screen Truepress Jet520EX Color and Monochrome presses.
These presses can run at speeds of 420 ft/min with an apparent resolution of 1,440 dpi,
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(Screen 2010). The next print technology comes from Kyocera. Kyocera offers the KJ4
series of print heads. These print heads are based on piezoelectric technologies. It can
print varying levels of gray with an output resolution of 1,200 dpi, (Kyocera 2011).
These print heads can print 246 feet per min and release 800 million drops/sec. They have
filters that reduce contamination of ink nozzles (Kyocera 2011). They offer two
variations of this technology that can use either UV or water based inks. Xaar, the last
print head technology covered, is a drop-on-demand print head that uses piezoelectric
triggers to control the ink release. Like Kodak Stream technology, Xaar also implements
the use of Micro Electro-Mechanical System Technology According to Xaar, “the driving
force that ejects the drop comes from a very rapid deflection of the channel side walls (up
to 120 kHz) which creates an acoustic wave that travels down the channel and ejects a
drop as it reaches the nozzle-plate,”(Xaar 2011). The following figure shows how Xaar
print head technology works.

Figure 2-5: Xaar Print Head Technology (Xaar 2011)
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According to Xaar, the newer models of their print heads contain actuators that use
Chevron Technology. This technology is called this because the “actuators are made of
two pieces of the piezoelectric material fused back to back”, (Xaar 2011). This helps with
“consistency, better drop uniformity, higher print quality, and greater efficiency”.
Variable drop formation is available which can allow for a resolution of 1000+ dpi, (Xaar
2011). According to Xaar, this also allows are a reduction in cost per page, and faster
drying because of the limited amount of ink that is needed. This technology uses solvent
or UV based inks, which can allow for higher quality images and higher print speeds
because of the inks’ drying properties. Label printers and packaging presses have seen a
growth in the use of Xaar print heads. One example of this was presented at Graph Expo
2010. This was the INX CP100 UV Digital Can Printer, which can print on cylindrical
packages. It can print 4-colors with variable print drop sizes. This press allows for an
output resolution of 720 dpi at speeds of 18 sq ft/min, (Big Picture 2010). There are
various options when it comes to print head technologies, and each of them offering
something great. The more developments that are made with high-speed inkjet print
heads in the area of speed, cost, quality, and ink capabilities, the more successful inkjet
printing will be in general. With most of the specifications presented there are three main
factors that must be addressed in order for high-speed inkjet to possibly replace digital
and offset (analog) presses in the next 5-10 years.
The three main factors that must be addressed in order for high-speed inkjet
technologies to be perceived as a contender against digital and offset (analog) presses in
the printing industry include: quality, cost, and productivity (timeliness of return). In
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2005, Frank Romano did a survey and asked print buyers why they bought print from
Printer A over Printer B. 9% said it was quality, 24% said it was because of price, and
29% said it was because of scheduling (timeliness), (Romano 2005). The first factor is
quality. Quality will be discussed more in detail later in the research findings, but for this
aspect of quality the definition could lean more towards the quantitative/printer’s view of
quality or the new generation of “good enough” color in the print consumers’ eyes. Highspeed inkjet printing must be able to match the level of resolution that offset lithography
is capable of, but most of all is visually pleasing. The market is ever changing, and print
consumers that once wanted the best quality and cost for a large run will now sacrifice
some quality and pay slightly higher unit cost in order to get their print pieces back in an
expedited amount of time. According to the Pira International, “The market requirements
are changing significantly with run lengths dropping and turnaround speeding up,”(Pira
International 2010). The more economical ink and substrate cost are the more likely the
cost for high-speed inkjet printing will drop, helping it become an even stronger
contender against offset lithography. The thing to keep in mind is that with the market
changing to shorter runs, they are in turn saving money that previously was spent on
storage cost, waste of obsolete documents, and other risks that came along with long runs
and the hope that an item would sell. If you look over the next chart, provided by PIRA
International, you will see that great advancements will have been made by 2014 in highspeed inkjet printing that helps even the playing ground between digital technologies and
analog technologies.
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Table 2-2: Pira International’s vision on the status of High-Speed Inkjet Printing in 2014
(Pira International 2010)

These are only some of the advancements that must be dealt with in order for high-speed
inkjet printing to be the leading print technology in the industry when it comes to
commercial printing and publishing.
There are a few aspects of research about the printing industry, and even current
trends that show signs of success for the high-speed inkjet industry. It is easy to say that
high-speed inkjet printing is headed for great success in the printing industry, but print
buyers and print companies need to see the data. They need numbers and facts that prove
that their companies will be investing in something great that will lead them to the
highest ROI(return on investment) if they invest in a high-speed inkjet press. With the
demand of the consumer ever-changing, print providers must know the best technology
available to meet the end need for the consumer. As you read further, the impact of the
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abandonment of inventory and obsolescence when it comes to long run printing will be
explained in more detail. It is obvious that the technological savvy generation and the
available electronic means to retrieving information and communicating are bringing
change in the average print run as well.
The first sign of success is in the direct mail market. Oce conducted a group case
study in 2009 that measured how personalized trigger marketing will in turn create better
response rates. They based the study on the Direct Group, which is one of the world’s
leading providers of trigger-based mailers. Chris Ryan of Direct Group said, “Clients tell
us that using lists in the digital (i.e. variable) world generates close to 40 percent better
results than traditional formats,” (Oce North America, Inc 2009). The Direct Group has
installed two of the Oce Jetstream presses. Oce found that high-speed inkjet technology
allowed for print providers to print targeted and personalized pieces that would bring in a
high ROI for print buyers/consumers than traditional offset (analog) printing. With
personalized marketing it is very important that mailers and advertisements be time
sensitive. You do not want a target market to receive a mailer after they have already
made a decision or after the special event has passed. Mr. Ryan also said, “When we
decided to invest in the digital space, our criteria included not only high quality, but also
high speed because of commitments to our clients. Time-to-market is a major
consideration in target marketing. Our customers want to be there first, so speed to
market is at the top of our priority list,” (Oce North America, Inc 2009). High-speed
inkjet printing allows for even higher speeds than most digital electrophotographic
technologies, and also provides the ability to print variable images at real time. This
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ability helps guarantee to the print buyer/consumer that they will hear it first and
reinsures marketers that they will provide that impact for their target market. While
traditional printers are waiting on plate materials, or any other make-ready factors to be
accommodated for to print a static postcard, high-speed inkjet technologies have printed
thousands of personalized and targeted mailers for people all over the world. They also
found in the case study that the developing capabilities of inkjet printing when it comes
to magnetic ink character recognition printers are able to provide security printing and
barcodes that could be tracked. Security printing is a very crucial market that must be
able to verify that documents are secure and cannot be counterfeited. This market was
previously printed with hybrid technologies combining offset printing and digital
printing. With the developments in high-speed inkjet checks, coupons, and other secure
documents can be printed in color, which will have a greater effect on the target market.
Another sign of success stems from digital and offset manufacturers developing highspeed inkjet technologies. In the last few months, a well-known digital printing
manufacturer, Xerox, released it’s own version of a waterless high-speed inkjet
technology. This technology allows for untreated papers to be used for printing, and
attempts to correct the issues that other inkjet inks have when the ink soaks into the
paper. This helps lower the cost of paper for print consumers, and the resin-based inks
allow for higher quality images. Heidelberg has not dove into the high-speed inkjet
market, yet, but it has created a new digital press which makes the industry wonder if
even they see a shrinkage in the offset lithography market. Many believe that the reason
Heidelberg did not go with high-speed inkjet was because they did not want to defeat the
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technology that made them who they are today, and that is offset lithography. In an
article by Cary Sherburne of WhatTheyThink.com she states, “Xerox went so far as to
say that the Heidelberg announcement is beneficial to the digital players in that it places
even more significant attention on the value of digital printing, and that it appeared that
the way Heidelberg constructed this announcement was to acknowledge that they needed
a digital partner but to limit its impact on offset,” (Sherburne 2011). As the current
restraints on high-speed inkjet begin to fade, such as substrate limitations, ink cost, etc.,
you will see the signs of inkjet’s success even more prevalent. By 2014 PIRA believes
that you will see a 60% increase from 2009 with digital electrophotographic printing, a
70.6% increase in high-speed inkjet printing, and a -7.5% decrease in offset lithography
printing, (Pira International 2010). Many sources predict a slight shift over the next 5-10
years in the printing industry, and these statistics alone show a slightly higher success
rate for high-speed inkjet printing. Offset lithography is not going to completely fade
away in 5 years, but it will show a slight constant decease over the years to come.
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CHAPTER THREE
EVENING THE OUTPUT FIELD
When marketing a product or a service, there should always be a level of
consistency when it comes to the final product/output. The consumer should be able to
rely on the same level of quality and overall value of the service each time they have that
same consumption need. Therefore in printing print providers must be able to standardize
any of their print technologies, whether it is traditional offset lithography,
electrophotographic printing, or high-speed inkjet that you offer. When standardization is
achieved there will also be a level of output security and reliance on consistency from
one piece to the next over a period of time. In order to do this you must characterize all of
your output devices based on a certain standard, and then calibrate the machines to the
maximum level they need to be at in order to achieve the set level of output quality. In
the following sections the steps of characterization and calibration for print technologies
will be explained.
The first step to standardizing print technologies is to characterize each
technology and find out what they are capable of achieving. According to Book Smart
Studio, characterization is defined as, “…the act of characterizing or describing how a
device performs; its capabilities, limitations, etc.,” (Book Smart Studio 2011). The best
way to characterize different technologies is to use a standard based press target as a
reference point for measuring the Delta-E (color difference) from one press output to
another. Idealliance created a standard that printers could use to standardize a wide
variety of print technologies. This standard is known as the G7 standard. According to
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Idealliance, the G7 is based on the ISO 12647 standard for good printing and the ISO
2846-1 standard for the inks that are used during printing, (Idealliance 2011). Idealliance
provides all the files and data needed to characterize and calibrate the printing
technologies. Once the files are printed on the print technologies, they can then be
measured with a colorimeter or a spectrophotometer in order to determine if the output
meets the standard requirements. X-Rite’s color management software or any other color
management software can be used to import the color information collected from the
standard target, and then compare it to the output target from your print technology you
are trying to characterize. The software will aid you in calculating the Delta-E of the
targets, and will create graphs that help the printer visualize the characterization of the
press.

Figure 3-1: G7 Press Target (Idealliance 2011)

Once you have characterized the press and you know what is causing the output of your
print technology to not meet the standard output you can begin to calibrate your press.
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Calibration is defined by Book Smart Studio as, “the act of tuning or bringing a
device to a known standard,” (Book Smart Studio 2011). Once the printer has
characterized the press and they know where the press is lacking with the current output
settings, they can adjust the settings so that the output “visually matches” the standard.
According to Idealliance, “G7® specifies the components of an image that define a
similar ‘visual appearance’ to the human eye,” (Idealliance 2011). If calibration can be
achieved based on G7 standards, this will allow for a guaranteed level of quality from one
printed piece to another piece over time, which will in turn create a level of loyalty and
trust from the consumer.
Press characterization and calibration is essential when attempting to gain
customer loyalty and trust. Both of these steps lead to standardization of the printing
process and will guarantee an output that visually matches the intended level of color
quality. This can help reassure companies that their brand colors and overall look of their
company brand will be reproduced in a consistent manner, so that the consumer’s
perception of the brand does not waiver. All of these factors are important and very
essential in the printing industry as a whole.
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CHAPTER FOUR
IMPACT OF THE MARKET ON PRINTING INDUSTRY
“The publishing/graphic world is going through on an economic
and general level, is suffering the crisis of paper as a medium. This is a
challenge in the future in which publishers can go through the
transformation from paper to digital, but we won’t. What is a clear trend is
that every day, runs are shorter. People that decide to stay with paper; if
we don’t convert to other mediums, it makes us think, for us specifically
as we use offset technology, to move to a digital technology, taking
advantage of the great development that is taking place in the digital arena
in order to manage runs, that today and yesterday were in offset, and today
and tomorrow will be made in digital,” (Uranga 2010)
There are many aspects of the overall publishing and commercial printing markets
that will have an impact on the overall printing industry. These changes will cause
printers to utilize the best print technology for the ever-evolving needs at hand. The first
aspect of the market that will impact the printing industry is the effect of electronic
media. With the release of the Apple iPad(2010), Amazon Kindle(2007), and other ereaders, their impact on the printing industry has been evident. Prior to the Internet and ereaders, print consumers relied heavily on printed books, magazines/newspapers, and
other types of news, entertainment, and data (information). In the 21st century, and even
more in the last few years, there has been a switch from print media sources to cross
media sources. According to Kevin Kern, senior vice president of marketing at Konica
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Minolta Business Solutions, “With electrophotographic performance and media handling
constantly improving, and the continued development of high speed continuous-feed
inkjet presses, there is a squeeze that will have a profound impact on the offset
market...the integration of cross media advertising and promotions combined with
breakthrough products such as e-readers and the ubiquitous iPad, content delivery and
print usage will change dramatically over the next few years,” (Crowley 2010).
According to Marco Boer, vice president, J.T. Strategies, “The true competition to analog
printing will not be production digital print, but rather habit changes enabled by
electronic communication alternative,” (Primir 2010). With this said, the biggest impact
on the offset market will be because the consumer preference of retrieving information.
The advancements of digital and high-speed inkjet technologies will definitely create new
advantages over analog printing, but it will be the impact of short run requests vs. long
run request from marketers and print buyers that will have the most profound impact.
The next impact from the trends of the market on the printing industry will be
because of the shift from print consumers/marketers wanting long runs of print projects to
only requesting short run prints as needed. According to Gareth Ward, “The recession
and the possibilities of developing technology are combining to drive print runs lower
and lower. No sector of the industry is immune. From direct mail to magazines and
newspapers, print runs are tumbling,” (Ward 2009). Oce published a case study in 2000
of West Group. In this case study they said, “As the demand for online versions of
information increased, run lengths for printed materials decreased,” (Océ Printing
Systems USA 2000). In the last few years you have heard more people talk about sending
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files or accessing information electronically in order to save paper or save trees. With so
much content being available online, the demand for print media is not as great as it used
to be. People print things when they have a definite need for them, but they save money
by also reaching certain print consumers through the electronic media they prefer. Within
the next 10 years there will still be a need for long run newspaper or magazine job, but
other publishing markets will transition to the print-on-demand style of printing which
will in turn cause the market to be a short run style of printing vs. long run. With
commercial printing you will have direct mailers, marketing materials, etc. that are more
personalized, and who are apart of the enhanced 1-1 marketing strategy. No longer will
marketing be static, and a long run print run filled with hope-and-prayer marketing. In
Mr. Frank Romano’s book in 2005 he said, “Print runs are getting shorter. Three-forth’s
of all color printing jobs are already runs of fewer that 5000 copies. All digital printers
are seeing longer and longer short runs — as customers demand their jobs in less and less
time,” (Romano 2005). Therefore, this transition from long run to short run printing will
cause an increase in print-on-demand technologies to be implemented in the publishing
segment of the printing industry.
The third impact of the market on the publishing segment of the printing industry
will come from print-on-demand technology. Print-on-demand is a term used when new
copies of books or other file types are printed when an order is received. This helps
eliminate inventory and obsolete materials. This also allows for lower storage costs and
little to no waste because of items that are not purchased. Publishers reach out to printer
with POD (print-on-demand) capabilities, and set up a storefront or link to a preexisting
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one so that when an order is received it is automatically printed, sent to bindery, shipped,
and billed to the consumer. Profits are then split based on set unit cost and the share of
the author. Even if the demand for the book title or publication is low it will still be cost
effective to print these items as needed, instead of printing thousands hoping they will
sell. Andrew Bolwell, director of new business at HP said, “There’s a fundamental shift
taking place in the publishing industry. Print-on-demand is the future,” (Bawaba 2009).
Print on demand allows publishers to release a product/book to see if the market is
pleased with it and makes a purchase. If results are not pleasing they can pull it with no
losses. Print-on-demand also allows educators and professors to publish books for their
classes each year or even each semester and have the ability to change info as needed.
The ever evolving market of technology and the internet helps print consumers locate and
purchase books that are not as well known or advertised and buy smaller quantities. POD
removes the risk that not only publishers but also printers take when they release a new
title. Now they know that every page printed will be purchased, and will not go to waste.
According to Bowker Company, from 2008-2009 the amount of print-on-demand books
doubled. They said, “…production of print-on-demand and short-run titles, typically
produced by self-publishers and online publishers, rose 132 percent,” (Daily News 2009).
The next impact of the market will come how consumer generations view quality.
One of the major concerns of the consumer is that they receive quality end results
consistently. When determining which printing process to use for each job the print
consumers definition of quality is very essential in guaranteeing their expectations of
quality are met. Therefore quality must be defined and broken down into levels based on
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the print consumers needs. There are two types of quality: qualitative (consumer’s vision)
and quantitative (printer’s vision). This will be explained more in detail. There are levels
of color quality that must also be explained in order to express whether high-speed inkjet
technologies presently and in the future will be able to meet the quality expectations of
the print consumers today and tomorrow.
The first type of quality is qualitative. This would be seen more as the consumer’s
vision of quality. This type of quality would relate more to image quality than print
quality. Image quality is, “The integrated set of perceptions of the overall degree of the
excellence of the image,” (Engeldrum 2004). In his 2004 article entitled “A Theory of
Image Quality: The Image Quality Circle”, Peter Engeldrum expressed his idea of what
he called the image quality circle and the customer image quality rating. According to
Mr. Engeldrum there are four main parts to the Image Quality Circle. These parts include:
the customer image quality rating, technology variables, physical image parameters, and
customer perceptions of the “nesses”. In figure 4-1 Mr. Engeldrum’s Image Quality
Circle is laid out.
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Figure 4-1: The complete Image Quality Circle with the three connecting links:
System/Image Models, Visual Algorithms, and Image Quality Models (Engeldrum 2004)

The customer image quality rating would represent the overall value or its
perceived image quality of the output image. Technological variables would include
image resolution, substrate, ink properties, etc. The customer’s perception of a final
image or product is very essential in their definition of quality. According to Mr.
Engeldrum, customer perceptions are defined as “the perceptual attributes, mostly visual,
that form the basis of the quality preference or judgment by the customer.” He calls
perceptual attributes the “nesses” in the consumer’s eyes. The nesses, or perceptual
attributes, are the “characteristics of an image that we see”. Some examples that Mr.
Engeldrum pointed out were lightness, colorfulness, sharpness, etc. All of these aspects
are intangible aspects that create a feeling, emotion, or perception to a final output that
helps form our individual definitions of quality. The physical image parameters are what
will be discussed next, because these are the characteristics of an image that can be
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measured and documented to improve or alter the output in order to achieve desired
levels of quality. These are terms that either expert print consumers or printers value the
most when it comes to quality. The consumer usually values quality that is pleasing at
first glance. This type of print quality is considered perceived quality. It is subjective and
can change from one interpreter to the next. Image quality is based on attributes that
include readability, tone reproduction, hue, saturation, etc. that could evoke a certain
feeling in a consumer whether good or bad. In a journal article by Gregory Russell and
Morgan Miles they state that user defined quality is “the ability of a product to satisfy
human needs,” (Russell and Miles 1998). Print consumers perception of quality is also
determined by the definition of value based quality. Miles and Russell define value-based
quality as the quality that will “account for the relationship of product quality and relative
product cost”. Therefore, printers can trust the idea that print consumers want their needs
and levels of satisfaction met, while getting the lowest cost possible. The next aspect of
quality that must be addressed is quantitative (printers’ view) of quality.
The second type of quality is quantitative quality. This type of quality would be
more important to expert print consumers and print providers. Quantitative quality is data
based information that can be measured and adjusted to fit a particular level of quality
needed. This type of quality is more objective and measures attributes that would include
output resolution, gamut range, density, color variation (CIELab Delta E), and other
variables that could affect the overall qualitative quality of an image. This would be
considered print quality instead of image quality. Print quality is based on what the
printer sees through a loupe or what they measure with a color device (densitometer,
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spectrophotometer, colorimeter, etc.). This type of quality is easier to measure and adjust
as needed. Depending on which device you use for output, this type of quality is slightly
more predictable. Depending on the consumer’s value of the output (qualitative quality),
the printer could then use the variables in the quantitative portion to correct the image so
that it better meets the needs of the consumer. Both types of quality are somewhat
interrelated and depend on the other for success. Printers must determine which type of
quality best fits each consumer, which level of quality they require to meet their needs,
and what tolerance the consumer will allow when it comes to the relationship between
quality, cost, and time it takes to get the end results. Richard Sutera said, “If you satisfy
the printer, indeed a more challenging goal, then you satisfy the end user but at a higher
cost”. This is true in most instances, but the reality is that each consumer is different and
the industry must be able to provide variant levels of quality at all times. There are three
main levels of color quality that could be used as a basis for creating the best level of
quality for each consumer for the best price and in his or her time frame.
One important factor to keep in mind when discussing the levels of color quality
and their fit in the industry is the change in new print consumers from Boomer, to Gen-X,
and finally to Gen-Y(Millenials). The Boomer generation includes print consumers who
were born between 1946 and 1964, (Bitter 2010). According to Bitter, the Boomer
generation still prefers more traditional media compared to the generations that followed
(i.e. Gen-X & Gen-Y/Millenials). Bitter says that the older portion of the Boomer
generation purchase more newspapers and magazines than the younger Boomers. This
trend shows a decrease of the use of print media and an increase in the use of electronic
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media is even more evident as the generation gap increases. The Boomer generation and
the Gen-Y/Millennial generation are the same size but they have completely different
views on life and on the things they consume. In a video recorded at an AARP
conference in February 2011, Mr. Joseph Coughlin, Director of the AgeLab at MIT,
called the Boomer generation “Generation Expectations”. He said that print consumers in
the Boomer generation want to know “what is it that the technology can do to benefit
me,” (Coughlin 2011). He also said that the Boomers are looking for a “higher state of
value”. Mr. Coughlin also said that, “It is not about the technology. It is about the service
it can provide.” With this said, it can be concluded that the Boomer generation is not as
concerned with speed as they are with cost and quality or overall value. They are the
consumers that look forward to getting coupons in the mail or some kind of offer that is
tailored to where they are in their lives. According to Boomers 2011, Boomers “save 2030% of their income,” (Boomers 2011). This would show that the Boomer generation is
conscious of the amount of money they spend, and therefore the overall value of the
product is very important. They want you to provide them with personalized services
that will some how cater to their lifestyle or their needs as individuals, and that gives
them an incentive to spend money they have worked so hard to save over the years. The
mindset of consumption and life values has tremendously changed since the Boomers.
According to Stephanie F. Gardner, PharmD, EdD, the Gen-Y/Millennial generation
includes print consumers born between 1976 and early 2000s (Gardner 2006). Gen-Y was
born in a fast pace, technological savvy world where almost everything has been
immediate for them. Good enough would be good enough as long as it was in a short time
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frame. With this said it could be stated that the Gen-Y consumer generation will sacrifice
high fidelity, standards-based, extreme quality in order to receive an output quicker and
cheaper. The Gen-Y/Millennial generation has to be marketed to in a different way. The
Gen-Y generation responds more towards marketing that is customized, personalized, and
that reaches them through multi-channels, (Phillips 2010). They are interested in
information that is relevant to them, that can offer something beneficial, and that peaks
their 5 senses. The Boomer generation was interested in the overall idea of team benefit,
whereas the Gen-Y generation is more about individuality and finding things in life that
will put them at the highest place in their careers. According to Carol Phillips, Gen-Y
wants products/information that is faster, cheaper, and better,” (Phillips 2010). Better
does not necessarily mean high-resolution images or better color gamut. This could be
interpreted to mean that Gen-Y wants a piece that speaks to them. A mailer that is die-cut
into a cool shape. Printed electronics or even augmented reality is being presented more
and more each day into the world of print. Gen-Y looks for the next best thing. Instead of
being concerned with print quality, they look to see is it cool and exciting (Phillips 2010).
They do care about cost, but they also want something cool. If it is cool enough to make
them feel as though they must have it(value is seen), then they will pay slightly more to
have it. Keep in mind, they were raised by the Boomer generation that told them they
could do or have anything in life that they set there mind to having. They were spoiled
and will buy, or get their parents to buy, anything they feel attached to immediately.
Better does not always have to be high quality. It just means that the product has a higher
level of perceived value than another product. Therefore, the definitions and markets for
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the three types of color quality levels are as follows. According to Mr. Gary G. Fields in
his book entitled “Color and Its Reproduction: Fundamentals for the Digital Imaging and
Printing Industry”, he lists 3 main levels of color. These levels include: “Good enough”
color, Standards-based color, and High-fidelity color, (Fields 2004). According to Mr.
Fields, “good enough” color would be seen in local advertising, short-run books, direct
mailers, newsletters, etc. This would be quality that is visually pleasing, but would not
require that it meet certain standards or extreme levels of quality when it comes to
resolution, gamut ability, high quality substrates/inks, etc. This would apply more to the
qualitative type of quality. It would be considered “eye ball” color. Standards-based color
would be applied more toward long run markets such as magazines, newspapers, and
packaging products. The reason this category is called Standards-based color is because
expert print buyers would express color quality needs based on international print
standards which could include: SWOP, SNAP, GRACoL, or even ISO standards. The
advantage to using this type of color would be that it is more predictable and creates more
visually pleasing images. ISO 9000 says that standards based quality is everything an
organization does not just the final product. The print provider needs to give the
consumer peace of mind knowing that they will get consistent quality at each visit, at the
same low price, and no matter what they will feel important. They can not just print a
high resolution piece without giving the consumer more than they would have received at
a competitor offering the same service (Miles and Russell 1998). The last level of color
quality is high-fidelity color. This category includes fine art, photography, high prestige
magazines, and all prestige products in general. These items are considered high fidelity
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because they are printed on high price substrates with many finishing features added (foil,
metallic inks, embossing, etc.). They are trying to advertise their products or services in a
way that exhibits high quality and higher level of distinction from others. For them it is
highly important that the outcome impresses the intended audience and therefore they
will not sacrifice on quality. They are willing to pay what is needed to achieve a greater
impact on their audience.
Even though it may seem as though the market is slowly turning more toward
“good enough” quality, there will always be a need for standards based quality and high
fidelity color. Branded companies rely on the standards based and sometimes high
fidelity color in order to continue to exist and reach even more customers. Therefore, they
cannot change their standards and accept anything less than the best. Their brand must be
consistent and they must be able to rely on the print provider for the best and exact print
product every time. The overall market/consumer may be different. Each company must
define their consumer individually and determine which type and level of quality fits
their need best.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FUTURE TRENDS IN THE PRINTING INDUSTRY
There is no doubt that the printing industry is an ever-changing business.
Employees and future employees have a desire to know what transitions will occur in the
industry and what technologies will impact it the most. Change does not happen over
night, especially when you deal with developing technologies. There is always a shortterm impact and a long-term impact when it comes to new technologies, new
information, and new resources at our disposal. The impact that is in the foreseeable
future is that of high-speed inkjet printing on the digital (electrostatic) market within the
next 5 years, and the impact on the analog (traditional offset lithography) market in the
next 10-15 years. In this paper digital electrophotographic printing represents the shortrun market and analog offset lithography printing will represent the long-run market. This
is important to point out when the overall impact of high-speed inkjet printing is
discussed.
The first impact that high-speed inkjet will have on the printing industry will be
its affect on the short run digital market. The short run market can be split into two parts:
over-all short run market and the medium-short run market. According to the University
of Oxford, the over-all short run market includes any jobs 500 or less finished sheets. The
medium-short run market would include jobs from 500-5000 finished sheets (University
of Oxford 2009). They will print 500 or less finished sheets with basic graphics that will
include photocopies, postcards, invitations, etc. InfoTrends labels the medium-short run
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market as mid-volume color. They consider the mid-volume color market to include any
job that would require a technology that had a monthly print cycle of between 100,000
and 1 million impressions, (Greene, Hamilton, Leahey, & Schlözer 2010). Digital
printing will continue to dominate in the overall short run market and the low end of the
medium-short run market, until high-speed inkjet can develop an efficient sheet fed
option. According to InfoTrends, the mid-color market best applies to sheet fed presses
that can print at speeds up to 120 ppm. At this time this would apply mainly to digital
presses like the Xerox iGen(110 ppm) or the Kodak NexPress SE3600 (120 ppm). Most
of the new high-speed inkjet presses are able to print up to 500-600 ft/min and are
continuous fed not sheet fed. The inkjet manufacturers will need to make advancements
including pricing requirements, substrate requirements (including sheet fed options), and
inline finishing options in order to have an impact on this market in the near future. The
market that will be impacted the most by high speed inkjet printing in the next five years
will be the medium-long run, or as InfoTrends would call it, the high volume
transactional market. Medium-long run jobs include those that require between 5,000 and
20,000 sheets. This market includes transactional documents, direct mail pieces,
TransPromo, print-on-demand books, some newspapers, and other documents (brochures,
newsletters, etc.) that require variable content or short run print on demand quantities.
Manufacturers like HP and Kodak are working to advance their print capabilities to tap
into the magazine and newspaper markets at even higher demands but this will not be
widespread in the near future. “Production level color inkjet today is mainly found in
forms, books, direct mail, and TransPromo applications, with the most emphasis on
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variable printing,” commented Ralf Schlözer, a Director at InfoTrends. “We believe this
will serve as a stepping stone for inkjet to play an even greater role in commercial print
ultimately leading toward offset replacement,” (Greene, Hamilton, Leahey, & Schlözer
2010). As short run printing becomes the norm in the printing industry due to electronic
versions of media and communication, printers will see a shift toward high speed inkjet
printing which will allow for cost effective print runs. Digital electrophotographic
printing combined with high-speed inkjet printing will work together to pull business
from the traditional analog offset lithography market in the next 10-15 years. This is the
next impact that high-speed inkjet will have on the traditional offset market. This graph
shows the spread of digital, high-speed inkjet(Kodak Stream), and offset lithography will
have in the printing industry.

Figure 5-1: Stream (Kodak High-Speed Inkjet) Technology Break Through (Kodak 2009)

Traditional offset lithography at this time dominates the long run market of
printing. This market includes jobs that require more than 20,000 pieces per job. These
pieces usually require high quality images and for the printer to pay closer attention to
color quality (University of Oxford 2009). This will be the market that will continue to
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hold offset lithography as a necessary component in the printing industry. At this time
high-speed inkjet manufacturers are only trying to capture the market segment that is the
most viable at this time, and that is the short run market. As time goes by the industry
may see a change in the numerical definition of long run jobs and short run jobs. There
may come a time when this type of long run market is no longer needed, but that is not in
the near future. Until then offset lithography definitely has a place in this industry.
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CHAPTER SIX
FUTURE RESEARCH AND CONCLUSION
This research was conducted in order to find out the impact of high-speed inkjet
on the digital electrophotographic and offset lithography market segments primarily in
the commercial printing and publishing industry. Future research could be conducted to
find out what impact high-speed inkjet would have on these print methods within the
packaging, labeling, and other specialty print segments. The research in this thesis could
also be magnified to a more detailed level as well. Print targets could be gathered from an
offset lithography press, a digital electrophotographic press, and a high-speed inkjet press
which were all calibrated to the same G7 or other standard in order for comparison
purposes. Once these samples are gathered a random sample could be measured in order
to gain an idea of the quantitative quality, and how well they achieved the required
standard output values. Once the researcher has an idea of the quantitative quality of each
print method, they can then use the same samples in order to get an idea of the qualitative
quality from the eye of the consumer. An experiment could be conducted in order to find
out how the different generations rate print output and the three factors that affect print
consumption (cost, quality, and timeliness). With this information the researcher can
better determine the overall impact high-speed inkjet will have on the printing industry in
the eyes of the consumer and print buyer.
In conclusion, the printing industry is in for an evolution within the next 5-15
years that will be centered on the transition from long run printing to short run printing.
The print method will slowly transition from offset lithography to more digital printing
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primarily through high-speed inkjet technologies. Electronic media, print-on-demand
technologies, and the consumer definition of quality through varying generations will
have a profound impact on how quickly this transition takes place. The medium will
continue to change in order to fit the need of our modern society.
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